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The design of cell-targeted protein therapeutics can be informed
by natural protein–protein interactions that use cooperative physical contacts to achieve cell type specificity. Here we applied this
approach in vivo to the anemia drug erythropoietin (EPO), to direct
its activity to EPO receptors (EPO-Rs) on red blood cell (RBC) precursors and prevent interaction with EPO-Rs on nonerythroid cells,
such as platelets. Our engineered EPO molecule was mutated to
weaken its affinity for EPO-R, but its avidity for RBC precursors
was rescued via tethering to an antibody fragment that specifically binds the human RBC marker glycophorin A (huGYPA). We
systematically tested the impact of these engineering steps on
in vivo markers of efficacy, side effects, and pharmacokinetics.
huGYPA transgenic mice dosed with targeted EPO exhibited elevated RBC levels, with only minimal platelet effects. This in vivo
selectivity depended on the weakening EPO mutation, fusion to
the RBC-specific antibody, and expression of huGYPA. The terminal plasma half-life of targeted EPO was ∼28.3 h in transgenic mice
vs. ∼15.5 h in nontransgenic mice, indicating that huGYPA on mature RBCs acted as a significant drug sink but did not inhibit efficacy. In a therapeutic context, our targeting approach may allow
higher restorative doses of EPO without platelet-mediated side
effects, and also may improve drug pharmacokinetics. These results
demonstrate how rational drug design can improve in vivo specificity, with potential application to diverse protein therapeutics.
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n ongoing challenge in therapeutic protein design is specificity of action. The receptor for a protein drug may exist on
diverse cell types, resulting in undesired signaling. Numerous
engineering strategies have been used to minimize side effects
(1–7). One approach is to tether a protein drug to a cell-specific
antibody or antibody fragment. This method can still produce
unwanted signaling, however. Even when fused to an antibody, a
ligand can still bind to its receptor on cells that cause side effects (8).
Natural signaling systems often use multicomponent receptor
complexes to enable ligands to distinguish between the same
receptor on two different cells. For example, ciliary neurotrophic
factor (CNTF) first binds a nonsignaling receptor, CNTFRα,
that is expressed solely by neurons, followed by a second binding
event with the LIFRβ/gp130 signaling receptor complex (9).
CNTF has poor affinity for LIFRβ/gp130 and will activate it only
on cells that also express CNTFRα. CNTFRα serves to anchor
CNTF on a subset of cells, placing it in a high local concentration
near LIFRβ and gp130. Thus, CNTF and other cytokines reveal
that cell specificity can be created through binding to a highaffinity, nonsignaling surface protein that positions the signaling
molecule in physical proximity with low-affinity signaling receptors.
Earlier work defined a class of engineered proteins, termed
“chimeric activators,” that can direct signaling to one cell type
in vitro (Fig. 1) (10–12). These fusion proteins contain a “targeting element” (e.g., an antibody fragment) that binds a cellspecific surface marker (Fig. 1A, Top) and is tethered to a mutated
“activity element” (e.g., a hormone or cytokine) by a flexible
www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1525388113

peptide linker that permits simultaneous binding of both elements
to the same cell surface. The targeting element anchors the mutated activity element to the desired cell surface (Fig. 1A, Middle),
thereby creating a high local concentration and driving receptor
binding despite the mutation (Fig. 1A, Bottom). Off-target signaling should be minimal (Fig. 1B) and should decrease in proportion to the mutation strength.
Here we tested the chimeric activator strategy in vivo using
erythropoietin (EPO) as the drug to be targeted. EPO is a
pleiotropic hormone that signals in diverse cell types (13). EPO
promotes the differentiation of RBC precursors, and recombinant EPO is used to treat anemia due to chronic kidney disease
and myelosuppressive cancer chemotherapy (13); however, EPO
also signals on megakaryocytes, capillary endothelial cells, and
tumor cells, which may promote the thrombosis and tumor
progression that have been documented in clinical trials and
have led to the inclusion of “black box” warnings on EPO-based
products (13–16). The goal of the present work was to engineer a
form of EPO that, by analogy to CNTF, depends on a nonsignaling surface marker restricted to RBC precursors and cannot activate cells that may cause EPO side effects.
Drug targeting schemes demonstrated in vitro often fail owing
to the demands of in vivo function. Targeted surface receptors
might not be restricted to desired tissues; in particular, no known
surface proteins are expressed solely on RBC precursors. In vivo
expression of targeted receptors may differ from that on immortalized cells used in in vitro experiments. Finally, undesired
pharmacokinetics, distribution, and elimination can prevent targeted therapies from reaching desired tissues in adequate levels
(17). We addressed these issues by systematically testing the design
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We inferred that huGYPA and EPO-R are coexpressed on
RBC precursors in vivo (Fig. 1D). Late RBC precursors (BFU-E
descendants) express huGYPA approximately 5 d before maturing into erythrocytes (24), whereas EPO-R binding events on
cultured late-stage precursor cells (CFU-E) can be detected as
late as 24 h before the cells mature into reticulocytes or RBCs
(25). These results suggest that EPO-R and huGYPA are coexpressed during late erythropoiesis, although this idea has not
been previously addressed directly in vivo.
We tested 10F7-EPOR150A and control variants in huGYPA
transgenic mice (26) because 10F7 does not cross-react with
murine GYPA (27), and human EPO activates murine EPO-Rs
(13). This animal model reflects the normal expression pattern of
huGYPA (26). Transgenic RBCs express less huGYPA than
human RBCs (Fig. S2A); 1.6 μM huGYPA is exposed to plasma
in transgenic mice vs. 2.8 μM in humans (Fig. S2B). Treatment of
huGYPA transgenic mice with 10F7-EPOR150A should stimulate
erythropoiesis, and this production should depend on huGYPA
expression and a functional 10F7 element.

Fig. 1. Targeting EPO to RBC precursors with a chimeric activator. (A, Top)
Chimeric activator schematic illustrating a targeting element (light blue)
tethered by a linker (black circles) to a mutated activity element (red, black
X = mutation). The chimeric activator initially binds (bold arrow) a target
cell receptor (dark blue) via the targeting element, whereas the mutated
activity element has a low affinity (dashed arrow) for its own receptor (pink).
(A, Middle) Increased local concentration of the activity element overcomes
its receptor-binding deficit and facilitates interaction (bold arrow). (A, Bottom)
This interaction results in signaling via the activity receptor (bold arrow). (B) On
off-target cells lacking a receptor for the targeting element, the activity element has little effect (dashed arrow), owing to its mutation. (C) Schematic
molecular model of 10F7-EPOR150A showing the 10F7 scFv bound to huGYPA
and EPO binding to EPO-R. (D) Predicted expression pattern of EPO-R (pink)
and huGYPA (blue) on RBCs during erythropoiesis, illustrating a period of
expression overlap in the bone marrow.

In Vitro Characterization of Chimeric Activator Variants. Our experimental strategy was designed to identify the chimeric activator features required for the desired in vivo behavior: RBC
expansion in the absence of platelet production. We compared
10F7-EPOR150A with variants in which EPO was not mutated
(10F7-EPO), 10F7 was mutated to mitigate huGYPA binding
(10F7W99G-EPOR150A), and EPO was mutated to eliminate EPO-R
affinity (10F7-EPOK45D). Darbepoetin alfa (Aranesp) was used
as a nontargeted form of EPO (28). Fig. 2A shows engineered
protein schematics and verification of their size and N-linked
glycosylation.
We quantified the effect of the R150A mutation on the interaction between EPO and EPO-R (Fig. 2B). EPO and 10F7EPO had similar binding kinetics (KD = 5.4 and 7.2 nM, respectively) in accordance with published values (29), indicating
that the 10F7 element does not interfere with EPO binding to
EPO-R. EPOR150A and 10F7-EPOR150A exhibited similar binding
kinetics (KD = 81 and 85 nM, respectively). These results confirm
that the R150A mutation weakens the interaction between EPO

features of an EPO-based chimeric activator for their impact on
therapeutic outcomes, side effects, and pharmacokinetics.
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Rationale for the Experimental Design. The design features of the
chimeric activator 10F7-EPOR150A were chosen to direct human
EPO activity to RBC precursors using a single-chain variable
fragment (scFv) from the antibody 10F7 (18, 19) (Fig. 1C).
Antibody 10F7 binds the common variants of human glycophorin
A (huGYPA) (Fig. 1C), which is restricted to the RBC lineage
and expressed at ∼800,000 copies on mature RBCs (20, 21).
Several characteristics of huGYPA make it a desirable receptor
to target: (i) it has a small extracellular domain (18), such that an
scFv-EPO fusion protein likely can bind simultaneously to both
huGYPA and EPO-R; (ii) sequences of the 10F7 V regions are
available (GenBank AAK85 297.1); and (iii) loss of huGYPA is
phenotypically silent (22), so binding to huGYPA is unlikely to
cause side effects. 10F7 was tethered via a flexible 35-aa glycine/
serine linker to a form of EPO mutated at position 150 from
arginine to alanine (EPOR150A) (11, 23). This mutation changes
a surface residue that makes a strong contact with EPO-R, reduces binding by ∼12-fold, and does not affect protein folding.
The resulting 10F7-EPOR150A protein showed in vitro activity
that was enhanced relative to EPOR150A alone by 10- to 27-fold
on erythroleukemic cell lines expressing EPO-R and huGYPA
(Fig. S1) (11).
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Fig. 2. In vitro characterization of chimeric activator variants. (A) Fusion proteins were analyzed by SDS/PAGE to determine purity, presence of full-length
protein (72 kDa), potential degradation products, and release of N-linked carbohydrate chains on treatment with (+) or without (–) PNGase F enzyme.
PNGase F runs at 32 kDa. (B) Results of in vitro kinetic analysis of interaction
between EPO-R and unfused EPO, EPOR150A, 10F7-EPO, or 10F7-EPOR150A.
(C) In vitro proliferation of EPO-R–positive MCF-7 and BT-549 cells vs. EPO-R–
negative HeLa cells after treatment with 10F7-EPO or 10F7-EPOR150A. Graphs
display mean ± SEM (n = 3).
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Fig. 3. Pharmacodynamic effects of chimeric activator variants on reticulocytes and reticulated platelets. (A) huGYPA transgenic mice received a single i.p.
injection of darbepoetin, 10F7-EPO variants, or saline at the indicated concentrations (1 pmol darbepoetin = 37 ng; 1 pmol 10F7-EPO variant = 72 ng). Blood
was obtained by tail-nick on days 0, 4, 7, and 11. (B–K) Parameters measured by flow cytometry were reticulocyte fraction of total RBCs (B–F) and reticulated
platelet fraction of total platelets (G–K). (L–O) huGYPA transgenic or nontransgenic mice received a single i.p. injection of 10F7-EPOR150A, and reticulocytes
(L and M) and reticulated platelets (N and O) were measured as in B–K. (P and Q) huGYPA transgenic mice received a single i.p. injection of 10F7-EPOK45D, and
reticulocytes (P) and reticulated platelets (Q) were measured as in B–K. Measurements were baseline-subtracted relative to day 0. Graphs display mean ± SEM
(n = 4). Comparisons between treatments were done using Student’s t test. N.S., not significant; **P < 0.05; ***P < 0.005.

and EPO-R; whereas on-rates of 10F7-EPO and 10F7-EPOR150A
were similar (3.5 × 104 M−1·s−1 vs. 3.6 × 104 M−1·s−1), their offrates differed by 12-fold (2.5 × 10−4 s−1 vs. 3.1 × 10−3 s−1).
Mutations in 10F7 and EPO showed predicted effects in cellbased assays. In vitro activity was measured via proliferation of
TF-1 erythroleukemia cells that express huGYPA and EPO-R
(11) (Fig. S1). Fusion of 10F7 to wild-type EPO enhanced
in vitro activity by 1.7-fold relative to EPO alone (Fig. S1A). In
contrast, fusion of 10F7 to EPOR150A improved in vitro activity
by 12-fold relative to EPOR150A alone (Fig. S1B), in agreement
with previous in vitro testing (11). 10F7W99G-EPOR150A and
EPOR150A had similar in vitro activity (Fig. S1C), implying that
W99G weakens the affinity of 10F7 for huGYPA. Neither 10F7EPOK45D nor EPOK45D alone was active in vitro (Fig. S1D), in
agreement with previous work indicating that K45D is a null
mutation (23).
In a separate in vitro assay, we determined that the EPO
mutation R150A prevents enhanced proliferation of EPO-R–
positive tumor cells (Fig. 2C). EPO can stimulate the growth of
EPO-R–positive tumor cells and thereby enhance patient tumorigenesis (30, 31). In response to chimeric activator exposure,
we compared proliferation of EPO-R–positive MCF-7 and BT549 cells with EPO-R–negative HeLa cells (30, 31). MCF-7 and
BT-549 cell lines responded to 10F7-EPO (logEC50 = −6.7 M)
but not 10F7-EPOR150A; HeLa cells did not significantly respond
Burrill et al.

to either protein. These results indicate that the mutation R150A
mitigates undesired EPO activity on nonerythroid cells.
Pharmacodynamics of Chimeric Activator Variants. Animal testing
indicated that 10F7-EPOR150A targets EPO activity to RBCs,
and that the structural features of chimeric activators are essential for the desired in vivo behavior (Figs. 3 and 4 and Figs.
S3–S6). We compared 10F7-EPOR150A with darbepoetin, control
proteins, and saline. Pharmacodynamics will be a function of receptor on-rates and off-rates, plasma half-lives, and sequestration
onto RBCs. Accordingly, to fairly assess the corresponding impact
on platelets, we compared proteins at doses that achieved similar
effects on RBC expansion (e.g., 50 pmol of darbepoetin vs. 125 pmol
of chimeric activator). We assessed reticulocytes (RBC precursors as
a percentage of total RBCs), hematocrit values (volume percentage
of total RBCs), reticulated platelets (platelet precursors as a percentage of total platelets), and platelets (total platelet count per
whole blood volume). Reticulocytes and reticulated platelets are
<24 h old and thus measure new cell production (32, 33). Animals
received a single i.p. injection, and responses were measured at
4, 7, and 11 d postdosing, with 4 d being roughly when a robust
reticulocyte response can first be observed (Figs. 3A and 4A). All
raw data are provided in Dataset S1.
In huGYPA transgenic mice, 10F7-EPOR150A stimulated expansion of reticulocytes, but not of reticulated platelets (Fig. 3 and
Figs. S3 and S4). Average baseline reticulocyte and reticulated
PNAS | May 10, 2016 | vol. 113 | no. 19 | 5247
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Fig. 4. Pharmacodynamic effects of chimeric activator variants on reticulocytes, hematocrit, and total platelets. (A) huGYPA transgenic mice received
a single i.p. injection of darbepoetin, 10F7-EPO variant, or saline at the indicated concentrations (1 pmol darbepoetin = 37 ng; 1 pmol 10F7-EPO
variant = 72 ng). Blood was obtained by tail-nick on days 0, 4, 7, and 11; the
bar graphs indicate day 4 measurements. Measured parameters were reticulocyte fraction of whole blood by flow cytometry (B–F), and hematocrit
(G–K) and total platelet counts (L–P) by hematology analyzer. Measurements
were baseline-subtracted relative to day 0. Graphs display mean ± SEM (n = 4).
Comparisons between treatments were done using Student’s t test. *P <
0.1; ***P < 0.005.

platelet counts were ∼5.9% and ∼17.6%, respectively. At the
highest doses, darbepoetin, 10F7-EPO, and 10F7-EPOR150A raised
reticulocytes by 12–14% by day 4 (Fig. 3 B–D). Darbepoetin and
10F7-EPO also strongly impacted reticulated platelets, by 12%
(Fig. 3G) and 9.1% (Fig. 3H), respectively. Only 10F7-EPOR150A
had a specific effect on reticulocytes relative to reticulated platelets
(Fig. 3 D and I), causing a marginal 3.1% increase in reticulated
platelets by day 4, comparable to the effect of 10F7W99G-EPOR150A
or saline (Fig. 3 J and K: Δ4.9% and Δ2.8%, respectively). These
trends were similar for all tested doses.
The synthesis of reticulated platelets by darbepoetin and
10F7-EPOR150A was not due to treatment with saturating doses.
By day 4, treatment with a low dose of darbepoetin caused a
5.2% increase in reticulocytes (Fig. 3B), whereas a high dose of
10F7-EPOR150A increased reticulocytes by 12.2% (Fig. 3D).
However, at these same doses, darbepoetin increased reticulated
platelets by 7.6% (Fig. 3G), whereas 10F7-EPOR150A increased
reticulated platelets by only 2.9% (Fig. 3I). Thus, compared with
darbepoetin, 10F7-EPOR150A caused greater stimulation of reticulocytes but less stimulation of reticulated platelets.
The pharmacodynamics of 10F7-EPO R150A depended on
huGYPA expression. At all doses, 10F7-EPOR150A produced a
lasting reticulocyte response in transgenic mice (Fig. 3L), but
had little effect in nontransgenic mice (Fig. 3M). No effect on
reticulated platelets was observed in either group (Fig. 3 N and
O). Furthermore, the 10F7 element does not signal on its own;
10F7-EPOK45D, in which EPO is completely nonfunctional, had
no effect on reticulocytes or reticulated platelets (Fig. 3 P and Q).
In huGYPA transgenic mice, 10F7-EPOR150A stimulated RBC
proliferation but not total platelets (Fig. 4 and Figs. S5 and S6).
5248 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1525388113

Average baseline reticulocyte, hematocrit, and platelet counts
were ∼6.1%, ∼51%, and ∼1.1 × 106/μL, respectively. Reticulocytes
increased by 13–15% at the highest doses of darbepoetin, 10F7EPO, and 10F7-EPOR150A (Fig. 4 B–D), as mirrored by hematocrit
changes (Fig. 4 G–I). These effects were dose-dependent. Platelets
had a different response pattern; darbepoetin and 10F7-EPO
caused platelet counts to significantly increase from baseline at all
tested doses (Fig. 4 L and M), whereas 10F7-EPOR150A had little or
no effect on platelet counts at any dose (Fig. 4N). Thus, this differential effect on RBCs vs. platelets depended on the mutation in
EPO. In all experiments, 10F7W99G-EPOR150A (Fig. 4 E, J, and O)
and saline (Fig. 4 F, K, and P) had minimal effects.
Only 10F7-EPOR150A caused a specific increase in reticulocytes and RBCs without a concomitant increase in reticulated
and mature platelets. This specificity required a weakened EPO
element, a functional 10F7 targeting element, and expression of
the targeted receptor huGYPA. These results illustrate how cellspecific signaling can be achieved with targeted fusion proteins
that have modulated binding properties.
Pharmacokinetics of Chimeric Activator Variants. Binding of 10F7EPOR150A to huGYPA reduces its maximal plasma concentration (Cmax) and increases its terminal plasma half-life. EPO
pharmacokinetics can be influenced by receptor binding, glycosylation, and molecular weight, which affect clearance through
receptor-mediated endocytosis by EPO-Rs, liver asialoglycoprotein receptors, and kidney filtration, respectively (13, 29, 34).
Moreover, binding to huGYPA on mature RBCs is expected to
create a sink effect (35), through which most of 10F7-EPOR150A
should equilibrate with the free plasma state.
Fig. 5A illustrates a biodistribution compartment model for
10F7-EPOR150A. Clearance should occur mainly through binding
of EPO-Rs on late RBC precursors. Kidney clearance should be
minimal owing to the molecular size. Binding to nonerythroid
EPO-R should be reduced owing to the R150A EPO mutation,
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Fig. 5. Pharmacokinetics of chimeric activator 10F7-EPOR150A. (A) Compartment model of the expected biodistribution and elimination of 10F7EPOR150A. Drug enters the plasma, where it immediately binds mature
huGYPA-expressing RBCs (red box) that act as a drug sink. Free drug in the
plasma can enter other tissues to stimulate expansion of late RBC precursors
(red box) or other EPO-R–positive cell types. (B) huGYPA transgenic or
nontransgenic mice were given a single i.v. 100-μg dose of 10F7-EPOR150A.
(C and D) Blood was collected in a time course to measure drug in plasma by
ELISA (C) or RBC-bound drug by flow cytometry (D). Measurements are
relative to amount of drug detected at T = 0 (100%). Graphs display mean ±
SEM (n = 2) and the terminal plasma and RBC-bound half-lives of 10F7EPOR150A in huGYPA transgenic and nontransgenic mice.
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Discussion
Recombinant DNA technology has enabled strategies for targeting drug activity to specific cells or tissues. Some approaches,
such as antibody-dependent prodrug therapy and chimeric antigen receptors, have been challenging to develop for quantitative
reasons (2, 5). These methods use wild-type versions of natural
proteins and antibodies, without optimization of the different
elements relative to one another. Moreover, engineered therapeutic systems may fail in vivo owing to distribution and pharmacokinetic issues that cannot be addressed in vitro, and rules
for success in vivo have not been explored systematically. Data
presented here indicate how rational protein design can be used
to reduce side effects and identify protein features critical for
improving in vivo specificity and pharmacokinetics.
To minimize the in vivo side effects of EPO, we used a protein
format termed “chimeric activators,” composed of a mutated
activity element tethered to a targeting element (10, 11). Although EPO ameliorates anemia due to kidney failure or cancer
chemotherapy, recent clinical trials have shown that EPO enhances mortality in part through thrombotic side effects (37, 38).
Our strategy was to target EPO to RBC precursors, so as to
minimize the action on platelet precursors and other nonerythroid cell types. We tethered the mutant protein EPOR150A
by a glycine-serine linker to the scFv 10F7 to produce the molecule 10F7-EPOR150A, which binds the RBC surface marker
huGYPA. The EPO mutation R150A reduces EPO-R binding by
∼12-fold, and the linker length allows both elements of 10F7EPOR150A to bind to EPO-R and huGYPA simultaneously (Fig. 1).
Targeting 10F7-EPOR150A to RBC precursors in huGYPA
transgenic mice stimulated RBC expansion with minimized effects
on platelet production. This RBC-specific activity contrasted with
that of darbepoetin and 10F7-EPO. For example, a 50 pmol dose
of darbepoetin increased reticulocytes by 13.0% (Fig. 3B) and
reticulated platelets by 11.4% (Fig. 3G). Similar effects were observed when comparing hematocrit (Fig. 4G) and total platelet
(Fig. 4L) values. In contrast, 125 pmol of 10F7-EPOR150A stimulated both reticulocytes (Fig. 4D) and hematocrit (Fig. 4I), but had
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minimal effects on reticulated platelets (Fig. 3I) and total platelets
(Fig. 4N). Thus, stimulation of RBCs and platelet expansion can
be separated using the protein 10F7-EPOR150A.
RBC and platelet responses in mice treated with control fusions
of 10F7 to EPO indicated that all chimeric activator features are
required for targeting. For example, 10F7-EPO stimulated reticulated (Fig. 3H) and total platelet (Fig. 4M) proliferation,
similarly to darbepoetin (Figs. 3G and 4L). These results show
that simply attaching a targeting element to EPO does not prevent
off-target signaling activity. Comparing 10F7-EPO and 10F7EPOR150A indicated that the mutation in EPO mitigates platelet
production (Fig. 4 M and N), whereas RBC production is preserved (Fig. 4 C and D). Loss of targeting, either by mutation of
10F7 (Fig. 4 E and J) or by testing in nontransgenic mice (Fig. 3 M
and O), dramatically decreased the molecule’s ability to stimulate
RBC expansion. These results indicate that the addition of a
targeting element alone is insufficient for cell type specificity
in vivo, and that quantitative tuning by mutation is crucial.
Binding to huGYPA profoundly affected the pharmacokinetics of 10F7-EPOR150A (Fig. 5 C and D). Previous work has
shown that the plasma half-lives of liposomes and ovalbumin can
be extended via fusion to anti-RBC antibodies (39) or peptides
(40). Our molecule exhibited a similarly extended terminal
plasma half-life, which was nearly twice as long in huGYPA
transgenic mice compared with nontransgenic mice (28.3 h vs.
15.5 h) (Fig. 5C). We also found that ∼80% of injected 10F7EPOR150A was bound to RBCs, as was predicted (Fig. S2B).
Thus, binding to huGYPA effectively increases plasma half-life
and reduces Cmax, which are useful features in an injected drug
whose therapeutic effects occur in response to the duration of
exposure, rather than to maximal injected levels.
Our results indicate that EPO-mediated platelet production in
mice is likely a direct effect on platelet precursors, and not, for
example, an indirect effect resulting from RBC production (41,
42). This is presumably mediated via EPO-Rs on maturing
megakaryocytes (43). EPO treatment is associated with several
prothrombotic activities, including elevated total platelet and
reticulated platelet counts, platelet activation, E-selectin on endothelial cells, P-selectin on platelets, von Willebrand factor,
and/or up-regulation of the renin-angiotensin system (44). We
hypothesize that these off-target effects may additively create a
prothrombotic physiological state. Because elevated reticulated
and total platelet counts are potential prothrombotic indicators,
10F7-EPOR150A may serve as a lead compound in the development of an EPO agent with reduced thrombotic side effects.
Immunogenicity is a potential challenge in the clinical development of any EPO-based protein drug. Neutralizing antidrug
antibodies can cross-react with endogenous EPO and render a
patient transfusion-dependent (45). Fortunately, immunogenicity of RBC-bound protein drugs should be minimized because
RBC-bound proteins are presented in a noninflammatory manner to the immune system during RBC apoptosis (40).
EPO is generally described as an erythropoietic hormone. Our
results, along with extensive previous work by others documenting
nonerythroid EPO activities (44), lead us to hypothesize that EPO
naturally orchestrates an integrated, adaptive response to hemorrhage. The diverse effects of EPO—including the production of
blood components and protection of tissues against the activation
of hypoxia and thrombotic pathways (44)—may be overall adaptive
as transient responses to wounding or internal bleeding, but could
be maladaptive during long-term EPO treatment.
Methods
Cell Culture. Human erythroleukemia TF-1 cells [American Type Culture
Collection (ATCC)], FreeStyle Chinese Hamster Ovary (CHO-S) cells (Life
Technologies), CHO DG44 cells (Life Technologies), human breast cancer
MCF-7 cells (ATCC), and cervical cancer HeLa cells (ATCC) were cultured according
to standard procedures. Detailed information is provided in SI Methods.
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and binding to asialoglycoprotein receptors should remove only a
subpopulation of drug molecules (29). Finally, clearance of RBCbound drug via splenic apoptosis should be slow (36).
The Cmax of 10F7-EPOR150A was strongly influenced by
binding to huGYPA. To measure the protein’s terminal plasma
and RBC-bound half-lives, huGYPA transgenic and nontransgenic
mice were injected with 100 μg (1.39 nmol) (Fig. 5B) or 25 μg
(0.35 nmol) (Fig. S7A) of 10F7-EPOR150A, and plasma or whole
blood was collected in a 5-d time course. In nontransgenic mice
injected with 100 μg of 10F7-EPOR150A, the initial plasma concentration of 10F7-EPOR150A was 82 μg/mL, which corresponds
to the injected dose in a plasma volume of 1.1 mL (Fig. S2B). In
contrast, the initial plasma concentration in transgenic mice was
16 μg/mL, suggesting that ∼80% of the injected protein immediately bound to huGYPA on mature RBCs. Similar results were
obtained after an initial injection of 25 μg. These conclusions
agree with the predicted effect of 10F7-EPOR150A binding to
huGYPA based on a 100-μg injection (Fig. S2B).
The terminal plasma half-life of 10F7-EPOR150A was extended
by binding to huGYPA on mature RBCs. In transgenic mice,
10F7-EPOR150A had terminal plasma and RBC-bound half-lives
of ∼28.3 h (Fig. 5C and Fig. S7B) and ∼26.0 h (Fig. 5D and Fig.
S7C), respectively. The ratio of 10F7-EPOR150A in plasma to that
bound to RBCs was roughly constant at all time points (Fig. S8),
consistent with a rapid equilibration between the bound and
unbound states. In comparison, 10F7-EPOR150A had a terminal
plasma half-life of ∼15.5 h in nontransgenic mice (Fig. 5C and
Fig. S7B), and meaningful RBC binding was not detected. These
results suggest that binding to huGYPA extends the plasma halflife and reduces the Cmax of 10F7-EPOR150A.

Construction of Chimeric Activator Variants. Detailed descriptions of construct
designs are provided in SI Methods.

transgene expression by detecting huGYPA expression on RBCs via flow
cytometry. Details are provided in SI Methods.

Expression and Purification of Chimeric Activator Variants. Transient and stable protein expression was carried out using FreeStyle CHO-S cells (Life
Technologies) and CHO DG44 cells (Life Technologies), respectively, following
standard procedures. Proteins were purified by a two-step process. Details are
provided in SI Methods.

Pharmacodynamics and Pharmacokinetics of Chimeric Activator Variants.
Measurements were performed in accordance with guidelines of the
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of Harvard Medical School
(Protocol 04998) and the National Heart, Blood, and Lung Institute of the
National Institutes of Health. Data represent the average ± SE of four
biological replicates. Detailed information is provided in SI Methods.

In Vitro Characterization of Chimeric Activator Variants. A kinetic analysis of
EPO-R binding by protein variants was performed using the BLItz system
(ForteBio) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. In brief, an EPO-R
N-terminally fused to Fc (R&D Systems) was immobilized onto Protein A Dip
and Read Biosensors (ForteBio), and test proteins were added to measure
association and dissociation constants. Details are provided in SI Methods.
Stimulation of TF-1, MCF-7, BT-549, and HeLa cell proliferation by a given
protein was tested as described in SI Methods. Data represent the average ±
SE of three replicates.
Animal Model. The huGYPA transgenic FVB mice (26) were generously donated by Emory University’s Hendrickson Laboratory. Pups were screened for
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